
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

This then, and nothing else _______________________ in there…1.
(carry on)

was being carried on

And over we went to the shipyard, where Charley led the way to the Mary
Rebecca, lying hauled out on the ways, where she
___________________________________.

2.

(clean/and/overhaul)was being cleaned and overhauled

He _________________ off in his own coin.3. (pay)was being paid

As yet, he scarcely realized anything more than that he
_________________ a very horrible story.
4.

(tell)was being told

For the matter ___________________ further; other victims were about to
be made.
5.

(push)
was being pushed

The same lesson ___________________ the British public at another
section of the battle front.
6.

(teach)
was being taught

All was dark outside, and the rain ___________________ in sheets by the
wind.
7.

(drive)
was being driven

It ______________________; and it was only by the exercise of force that
she was kept in the room.
8.

(neglect)
was being neglected

As already stated it had fallen to the ground, and at that precious moment
______________________ by Colin; who in all probability would have used it
upon its owner, had not the latter contrived to escape beyond its reach.

9.

(pick up)

was being picked up

We _____________________ off into regions of certain death.10. (carry)were being carried

Eighty years ago he ___________________.11. (ruin)was being ruined

It was evident that huge sums ___________________.12. (spend)were being spent

He went to the front of the house, while his breakfast
_____________________, and looked out of the window.
13.

(prepare)was being prepared
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This was a home in which successful children ____________________.14.
(rear)

were being reared

An attempt _________________, with much shouting, and by the
combined exertions of an immense number of men, to get the larger ships
afloat which lay at anchor close to the quay of the King's harbor and to place
them in security.

15.

(make)

was being made

With the stern demand on his physical forces a change
____________________ in his brain.
16.

(work)was being wrought

Anxiously the wisdom of the change ____________________ by every
soldier.
17.

(watch)
was being watched

Then they came to a place where a pipe line
________________________.
18.

(construct)was being constructed

And now her dream of glory _____________________!19. (realize)was being realized

He himself, however, had not been in the way when beauty
___________________ out.
20.

(serve)was being served
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